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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates generally to the forming
of composite fiber laminate parts, and, more specifically,
to machine forming of composite materials.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Composite materials, including carbon fiber
epoxy impregnated laminates, are commonly used in ap-
plications requiring high strength and light weight. Form-
ing composite material ply packages or charges has gen-
erally been done by hand, especially when the laminate
plys of the composite materials exceed 0.635cm (.25
inch) in thickness. Forming large compound shaped com-
posite material charges over a forming tool or mandrel
can often take 2 to 3 days. The laid-up parts are then
cured.
[0003] Machines have been utilized to form composite
material charges over forming mandrel. However, these
methods and systems have not been able to form com-
posite charges with aggregate laminate ply thicknesses
greater than 0.635cm (.25 inches) without buckling or
out-of-plane fiber distortion. Further, machine forming
systems have been configured for single part manufac-
turing and have not been reconfigurable. Alignment of
the composite charges over the mandrels prior to forming
has been difficult. Also, in multiple part manufacturing
facilities, the storage, transport, and handling of mandrels
and forming devices for different parts has been cumber-
some, especially when multiple large parts, such as spars
for aircraft, are being fabricated.
[0004] Therefore, a need exists for composite charge
forming methods and systems which flexibly form a mul-
titude of parts, including parts with complex surfaces or
ply thicknesses greater than 0.635cm (.25 inches), quick-
ly align the composite charges relative to the forming
mandrels, and provide efficient and space effective
means for handling and operating the machine compo-
nents required for forming large scale composite parts.
[0005] WO 96/06725 describes a composite hot drape
vacuum forming apparatus in which a composite charge
is placed within a vacuum chamber with lay-up mandrels
being placed on top of the composite charge and the
vacuum chamber is closed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] In accordance with an aspect of the present in-
vention there is provided a method and apparatus ac-
cording to the accompanying claims.
[0007] An apparatus according to claim 1 and a meth-
od according to claim 15 are provided to position a com-
posite charge over a mandrel.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] The preferred and alternative embodiments of
the present invention are described in detail below with
reference to the following drawings.

FIGURE 1 is an isometric drawing of an example
forming machine of the present invention;
FIGURE 2 is an end view of a forming machine of
the present invention;
FIGURE 3A is a top view of an example mandrel tool;
FIGURE 3B is a top view of an example forming ma-
chine;
FIGURE 4A is a top view of an example alignment
of the mandrel tool and frame;
FIGURE 4B is an enlarged view of an example taper
slot and locating pin of the present invention;
FIGURE 5A is a side view of an example tool trans-
port and lifting device;
FIGURE 5B is a top view of an example tool transport
and lifting device;
FIGURE 6 is an isometric view of an example charge
pulling device of the present invention;
FIGURE 7A is a left side view of an example charge
alignment device of a preferred embodiment the
present invention;
FIGURE 7B is a right side view of an example charge
alignment device a preferred embodiment; and
FIGURE 7C is a front view of an example charge
alignment device of a preferred embodiment the
present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0009] A machine and a method for forming composite
materials are provided.
[0010] FIGURE 1 illustrates an example drape forming
machine 10 of the present invention. In this embodiment,
the machine 10 has a frame 12 with an open side 14. A
mandrel tool 90 removably fits within the open side 14 of
the frame 12. Composite parts such as beams and air-
craft spars may be formed by the machine 10. Any suit-
able configuration of the frame 12 that allows the mandrel
tool 90 to removably fit within the frame 12 may be uti-
lized. By way of example, in lieu of an open side 14, the
mandrel tool 90 may suitably be fitted into the frame 12
through an end.
[0011] In the embodiment shown in FIGURE 1, the
frame 12 is approximately (14.630 m) (48 feet) long, and
the open side 14 allows access for a 13.10 cm (43 feet)
long mandrel tool 90. The frame has a plurality of cross
members 13 and legs 15. The frame 12 rests on a floor
that has been leveled to plus or minus .1 inch. It will be
appreciated that any suitable uniform floor or support
may be utilized for the machine 10 and the mandrel tool
90.
[0012] FIGURE 2 is an end view of the example ma-
chine 10 illustrated in FIGURE 1 and shows the details
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of the forming machine 10 and the mandrel tool 90. Mov-
ably attached to the frame 12 are forming beams 20 uti-
lized to form a composite material charge (not shown)
over a mandrel 92 attached to the mandrel tool 90. The
mandrel 92 is shaped to form the part being molded by
the machine 10 when the composite charge is molded
over the mandrel 92. In this embodiment, the forming
beams 20 are held by forming beam supports 22 which
ride on linear bearings 23 attached to the frame 12. The
linear bearings 23 allow the forming beams 20 to be po-
sitioned against the mandrel 92 for forming the composite
charge over the mandrel 92. The forming beams are po-
sitioned utilizing acme screwjacks and servo motors (not
shown). The forming beams 20 are suspended beneath
the frame 12 of the machine 10 with the large linear bear-
ings 23 allowing lateral movement of the beams. The
forming beams 20 are segmented at the linear bearing
23 locations so that the forming beams can be bent or
reconfigured to match tapers, doglegs, or large contours
of the mandrel. It will be appreciated that flexibly posi-
tioning the segments of the forming beams 20 allows the
machine 10 to be configured to match the shape of many
different mandrels, and thus to form a wide variety of
composite parts, such as spars with tapers or joggles or
curved beams.
[0013] Actuators are located at the pivot points (not
shown) between the segments of the forming beams 20.
Although in this embodiment the actuators utilize acme
screwjacks and servo motors (not shown), it will be ap-
preciated that any suitable method of moving the forming
beams and holding them in position relative to the man-
drel 92 may be utilized. For example, the forming beams
20 are suitably actuated with pneumatic cylinders and
set pins, hydraulic cylinders, electrical solenoids, linear
motors, or scissor jacks. Forming bladders 28 are at-
tached to the forming beams 20. In one embodiment, the
forming bladders 28 suitably are inflated fire hose. It will
be appreciated that any suitable flexible or pivoting ma-
terial may be utilized to press the composite charge
against the mandrel 92.
[0014] Also attached to the forming beams 20 are
charge supports 26 which support the portions of the
composite charge (not shown) which overhang the man-
drel 92 before they are pressed against the mandrel tool
by the forming bladder 28.
[0015] The combination of the forming beams 20, man-
drel 92, and charge supports 26 implement the forming
method of the above-identified related application,
"Forming Method for Composites." It will also be appre-
ciated that the machine of this invention and its compo-
nent systems may be utilized in other forming methods.
[0016] The overhanging portions of the composite
charge being urged against the mandrel 92 are held in
an "S" shape by the forming bladder 28 and the charge
support 26. This method minimizes the area and the
amount of sliding where the composite charge laminate
plys slide past one another as they are bent over the
mandrel 92. The method also assists in maintaining the

laminate plys in tension as the forming process occurs.
Supporting the unformed portions of the composite
charge and progressively bending the composite charge
to maintain an "S" shape minimizes out-of-plane fiber
distortion.
[0017] In the embodiment shown in FIGURE 2, pinch
bladders or plates are not utilized to hold the composite
charge against the charge supports 26 during forming.
Instead, the stiffness of the composite charge serves to
hold the unformed portions of the composite charge
against the charge supports 26, and thus substantially
parallel with the upper surface of the mandrel 92. Sub-
stantially parallel suitably includes an angle ranging from
parallel with the upper surface of the mandrel 92 (0°) to
a small angle up to 20°. Thus, in this embodiment, forming
occurs without a pinch bladder or a pinch plate.
[0018] The mandrel tool 90 with the mandrel 92 is lifted
up within the frame 12 between the forming beams 20,
thereby forming and molding the composite charge. In
other embodiments, the forming beams 20 are lowered
over a fixed mandrel 92. It will be appreciated that any
suitable method and orientation of moving the forming
beams 20 toward the mandrel 92 will accomplish forming
of the composite charge.
[0019] Attached to the charge supports 26 are heater
plates 24 that heat the composite charge, and soften it
during the forming process. The heater plates 24 are po-
sitioned on the charge supports 26. The heater plates 24
can be extended or retracted toward the mandrel 92 by
pneumatic cylinders 27 controlled by a drape former con-
troller (not shown). Given by way of non-limiting example,
the heater plates 24 are suitably 480 volts alternating
current (VAC) resistance heaters sandwiched between
aluminum plates with a non-metallic bumper on the edge
that will touch the mandrel 92. However, other heat sourc-
es may be used as suitable for a particular application.
By way of example, alternate heat sources may include
hot air heat guns or infrared heaters. It will be appreciated
that in some forming applications heater plates suitably
would not be required to form the composite charge, and
fixed or movable charge supports 26, without heater
plates 24, would then support the composite charge dur-
ing forming.
[0020] Movably attached to the frame 12 is a charge
pulling device 50 that pulls the composite charge (not
shown) lengthwise along and over the mandrel 92 and
charge supports 26. The charge pulling device 50 thus
loads the composite charge into the machine 10. The
charge pulling device 50 is described in detail in connec-
tion with FIGURE 6 below.
[0021] The machine 10 is equipped with a backing film
remover 30. The backing film remover 30 removes a
backing film (not shown) from the lower side of the com-
posite charge (not shown) as it is drawn into the machine
10. Backing film (not shown) is utilized in some forming
applications as a foundation for composite plies laid down
by a computer numerically controlled (CNC) tape laying
machine. The backing film remover includes a backing
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film roller 32 driven by a motor (not shown) which draws
the backing film off the composite charge and onto the
backing film roller 32. The backing film is typically a plastic
sheet and is broken from the composite charge as the
composite charge is drawn across a breaking bar 34.
The breaking bar is attached to the frame 12. In this em-
bodiment, the motor driving the backing film roller 32,
through a slip clutch (not shown), operates at a slightly
faster speed than the charge pulling device 50 pulling
the composite charge across the breaking bar. This
keeps the backing film under tension to remove the film
from the composite charge without ripping. The backing
film remover 30 is located at the end of the frame 12
where the composite charge is loaded into the machine
10. Given by way of non-limiting example, backing film
roller 32 is suitably a disposable or replaceable roller.
This system peels and removes the backing film from the
bottom of the composite charge as it is being loaded into
the machine 10 by the charge pulling device 50. A small
radius corner of a square bar serves as the breaking bar
34 and breaks the bond between the backing film and
the bottom of the composite charge. The film is then
wound around the disposable backing film roller 32.
[0022] During forming, the mandrel tool 90 holding the
mandrel 92 is lifted vertically within the frame 12. This
pushes the mandrel 92 up between the forming beams
20 and molds the composite charge over the mandrel
92. The mandrel tool 90 is lifted by the tool transport and
lifting device illustrated in FIGURES 5A and 5B.
[0023] The location and configurations of the forming
beams 20 and the heater plates 24 are controlled by a
drape former controller (not shown) which configures the
forming beams 20 and the heater plates 24 in alignment
with the mandrel in proper positions for forming the com-
posite charge. The forming beams 20 match the shape
of the mandrel 92. The heater plates 24 are positioned
near or against the mandrel 92. The mandrel 92 may
have curves, joggles, bends or offsets that are matched
by the forming beams and heater plates, and are set in
position by the drape former controller. It will be appre-
ciated that any suitable machine controller may be uti-
lized to configure the machine 10 for a given mandrel 92.
Alternately, the forming beams 20 and heater plates 24
may be positioned manually using manual measure-
ments.
[0024] FIGURE 3A is a top view of an example mandrel
tool 90. The mandrel tool is supported on legs 91. In this
embodiment, the legs 91 are attached to the mandrel tool
90 and remain attached to the mandrel tool 90, even dur-
ing forming. Thus, separate storage for the legs is not
required, and the mandrel tool 90 may be stored on its
own legs 91. Attached to the mandrel tool 90 is the man-
drel 92 over which the composite materials or charges
are formed. The mandrel 92 shown in FIGURE 3A is
curved along its length. The mandrel 92 may have any
shape or configuration that permits forming of the com-
posite charges with acceptable levels of out-of-plane fib-
er distortion.

[0025] FIGURE 3B shows an exemplary embodiment
of the machine 10 of the present invention configured to
match the contours of the mandrel 92 (FIGURE 3A). The
two forming beams 20 are each divided into four inde-
pendently positionable segments 20A. The segments
20A are connected to each other by beam hinges 21.
There are also beam hinges 21 at the ends of each form-
ing beam 20. The beam hinges 21 are attached to actu-
ators (not shown). The actuators are linked to the frame
12 of the machine 10, allowing the segments 20A to be
positioned to match the shape of the mandrel 92. The
example embodiment shown in FIGURE 3B shows the
forming beams 20 configured for the mandrel 92 of FIG-
URE 3A. In this example configuration, the forming
beams 20 are more widely separated at one end than
the other. The forming beams 20 also form convex and
concave curves matching the mandrel 92. It will be ap-
preciated that the segments 20A may be positioned and
held in any suitable manner to match any mandrel 92.
For example, the segments 20A need not be hinged but
may be pivoted. By way of further example, the segments
20A need be not be directly connected to each other, but
may be suitably separately and independently position-
able, allowing greater flexibility for forming composite
charges over complex shaped mandrels. Similarly, the
forming beams 20 may be attached to the frame 12 in
any suitable manner permitting the adjustment of their
position relative to the mandrel 92. It will be appreciated
that a frame 12 may not be necessary where suitable
means are provided for positioning and moving the seg-
mented forming beams 20 relative to the mandrel 92. For
example, hydraulic systems mounted to the mandrel tool
90 or to a fixed surface could position and move the form-
ing beams 20 relative to the mandrel 92 or could hold the
forming beams 20 in a fixed position as the mandrel 92
is moved relative to the forming beams 20.
[0026] It will also be appreciated that a unitary flexible
or bendable forming beam 20 would form a shape con-
formable to the mandrel 92 of Figure 3A, in the same
manner as a segmented forming beam 20. Similarly, one
or more of the segments 20A may be flexible or bendable,
providing versatility in conforming to complex mandrel
92 surfaces. By way of example, a bendable or flexible
forming beam 20 or segment 20A may be flexed and held
in place by actuators (not shown) in the same manner
as a segmented forming beam 20.
[0027] In the example shown in FIGURE 3B, the form-
ing beams 20 each have 4 segments. In other embodi-
ments a different number of segments may be used, such
as a forming machine with 5 segment forming beams 20.
[0028] FIGURE 4A shows an embodiment of the man-
drel tool 90 positioning system and method of the present
invention. The mandrel tool 90 is positioned against the
frame 12. The mandrel tool 90 carries the mandrel 92.
The mandrel tool 90 has two socket plates 94 which fit
into slots 16 attached to the frame 12. The socket plates
94 fit into the slots 16. The mandrel tool 90 is then low-
ered, with locating holes 95 in the socket plates 94 sliding
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over chamfered locating pins 18 that position the mandrel
tool 90 in a fixed location relative to the frame 12. When
the socket plates 94 are inserted into the slot 16 and the
mandrel tool 90 is lowered over the locating pins 18, the
center line of the mandrel tool 90 is in alignment with the
center line of the frame 12. It will be appreciated that the
slots 16 and socket plates 94 may be tapered or rounded
to suitably mate with each other, positioning the mandrel
tool 90. It will also be appreciated the locating pin 18 need
not be cylindrical or chamfered, but may be any suitable
shape to match with the corresponding locating hole 95.
By way of example the locating pin 18 may be tab shaped
or pyramidal shaped. Alternately, by way of example, the
slot 16 and the locating pin 18 may be attached to the
mandrel tool 90, and the socket plates 94 and locating
holes 95 maybe attached to the frame 12, positioning the
mandrel tool 90 in a fixed location relative to the frame
12 in the same manner as the embodiment shown in
FIGURE 4A.
[0029] FIGURE 4B is an enlarged top view of the man-
drel tool 90 with its attached socket plate 94. The socket
plate is rounded and slides into the corresponding slot
16 attached to the frame 12. The mandrel tool 90 with its
attached socket plate 94 is then lowered over the cham-
fered pin 18, thereby positioning the mandrel tool 90.
Positioning the mandrel tool 90 is accomplished by lifting
and moving the mandrel tool 90 with a tool transport and
lifting device, such as that shown in FIGURES 5A and
5B. The mandrel tool 90 is transported on air bearings
to the machine 10 and positioned against the frame 12.
The mandrel tool 90 is approximately located within the
frame 12. Operators maneuver the mandrel tool 90 so
that the rounded ends of the socket plates 94 line up with
the tapered slots 16 attached to the frame 12 above the
locating pins 18. In this example embodiment, tapered
shape of the slot 16 helps guide the socket plates 94 into
position. Air bearings on the tool transport and lifting de-
vice are deflated and the tool transport lifting device set-
tles to the floor with the location of the mandrel tool 90
controlled by the locating holes 95 and the locating pins
18. The mandrel tool 90 is thus aligned with the center
line of the frame 12. With the air bearings deflated, the
horizontal location of the mandrel tool 90 is fixed by fric-
tion on the floor. The mandrel tool 90, attached with the
mandrel 92, may then be lifted up into the forming beams
of the drape forming machine (not shown) in proper po-
sition for molding the composite charge. The position of
the mandrel during forming is held fixed by the weight of
the tool transport lifting device (not shown) underneath
the mandrel tool 90 against the underlying floor. The man-
drel tool 90 is thus located within plus or minus .1 inch
relative to the forming machine frame 12. This system
permits the location of a plurality of different mandrel tools
90 in the frame assembly 12. The socket plates 94 thus
accurately locate the mandrel tool 90 within the frame
12. However, it will be appreciated that the precise posi-
tion of the tool transport and lifting device (not shown)
underneath the mandrel tool 90 is not critical to the proc-

ess of positioning the mandrel tool 90 and lifting it up
within the frame 12.
[0030] FIGURE 5A is a side view of a tool transport
and lifting device (TTLD) 100 which carries and lifts the
mandrel tool 90 (shown in phantom). The TTLD 100 has
a frame 105. Connected to the frame 105 are air bearings
110. Air bearings are commercially available items that
are a low friction method to move the TTLD 100 and the
mandrel tool 90 across a floor. Air bearings allow oper-
ators to roughly position the TTLD 100 and the mandrel
tool 90 within the drape forming machine (not shown),
without the need for additional power or assistance from
the forming machine or any other equipment. It will be
appreciated that any suitable method of moving the TTLD
100 may be utilized. For example, any acceptable form
of high-load bearings or rollers could be used to move
the TTLD 100.
[0031] Attached to the frame 105 are screwjacks 120
which lift the mandrel tool 90. In this embodiment, the
TTLD 100 has four sets of air bearings 110 and four sets
of screwjacks and motors 120. It will be appreciated that
any suitable combination or number of air bearings 110
and screwjacks and motors 120 that lift the mandrel tool
90 for transport and uniform lifting into the drape forming
machine (not shown) may be used.
[0032] Given by way of non-limiting example, the
screwjacks and motors each suitably include a pair of
acme screws driven by a drive motor. It will be appreci-
ated that any suitable lifting devices, such as hydraulic
lifts or the like, may be utilized.
[0033] FIGURE 5B is a top view of the TTLD 100. The
frame 105 is configured to removably fit under the man-
drel tool 90. The frame 105 is configured to fit around the
legs 91 of the mandrel tool 90. This allows the TTLD 100
to be removably moved and slipped under mandrel tool
90, thereby allowing the mandrel tool 90 to be stored
while the TTLD 100 is utilized with other mandrel tools.
Attached to the frame 105 are four sets of screwjacks
and motors 120 which lift the mandrel tool 90. In this
embodiment, the TTLD 100 lifts the mandrel tool 90 with-
out removing the legs 91 from the tool. As a result, sep-
arate jacks for each mandrel tool 90 and storage space
for the legs is not required.
[0034] FIGURE 6 is an isometric view of the charge
pulling device 50 which pulls a composite charge (not
shown) into the drape forming machine (not shown). The
charge pulling device 50 is suspended from linear bear-
ings 36 attached to the frame 12 (not shown). The charge
pulling device 50 has a pulling arm 58 which holds a
charge clamp 54. The charge clamp 54 is removably at-
tached to the charge pulling arm 58. In this embodiment,
the charge pulling device has a locating feature (not
shown) which is aligned with a target on the flat composite
charge (not shown). A toggle-type clamp is then activated
to accurately attach the charge clamp 54 to the composite
charge. Accurately locating the charge clamp 54 on the
composite charge permits the composite charge to be
accurately positioned over the mandrel (not shown).
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[0035] In one presently preferred embodiment, the
composite charge is assembled by a CNC tape laying
machine that lays plys in precise locations in the charge
at alternating angles. After the charge clamp 54 is at-
tached to the composite charge (not shown), the com-
posite charge is brought to the drape forming machine
and the charge clamp 54 is attached to the pulling arm 58.
[0036] The charge pulling device 50 rides on the linear
bearings 36 attached to the drape former frame (not
shown) with suitable charge pulling bearings or supports
56. The linear bearings 36 are located under the center
line of the frame (not shown) of the drape forming ma-
chine.
[0037] The charge pulling device 50 is moved along
the linear bearings 36 by a suitable drive system 52. The
charge pulling device 50 loads the composite charge by
towing it down the length of the drape forming machine.
The drive system 52 engages suitable drive tracks 38
that are attached to the drape former frame (not shown).
When the composite charge (not shown) is pulled length-
wise by the charge pulling device 50 into the drape form-
ing machine, the composite charge slides on top of the
top surface of the mandrel (not shown) and the heater
plates (not shown).
[0038] FIGURE 7A shows a side view of the charge
pulling device 50 and the composite charge alignment
device 40. The charge pulling device 50 has a charge
pulling arm 58 attached to a charge clamp 54. The charge
pulling device 50 pulls the charge until it is stopped by
the alignment device 40. The alignment device 40 has a
projector boom 44 movably attached along the centerline
of the drape forming machine frame (not shown). The
projector boom 44 holds a projector 41, such as without
limitation a laser projector, used to position the projector
boom relative to the mandrel 92. The mandrel 92 has a
tooling hole 96. The projector 41 is precisely aligned with
the tooling hole 96 by moving the projector beam 44 along
the centerline of the frame of the drape forming machine.
This occurs when cross hairs or indicator projected by
the projector 41 line up with the tooling hole 96. This fixes
the projector boom 44 in a fixed position relative to the
mandrel 92. The projector boom 44 has a proximity switch
42 which senses the presence of the charge pulling de-
vice clamp 54 as the charge pulling device 50 pulls the
composite charge lengthwise into the drape forming ma-
chine. When the proximity switch 42 senses the charge
clamp 54, the drape former controller (not shown) stops
the charge pulling device 50 within a fixed distance. This
positions the composite charge to within 0.0397cm (+/-
1/64 inch) lengthwise on the mandrel 92. The composite
charge is pulled into the forming machine centered side
to side on the mandrel 92, in this embodiment to within
0.3175cm (+/- 1/8 inch). However, other tolerances may
be used as desired for a particular application. It will also
be appreciated that any suitable stopping method, includ-
ing, by way of example, a hard stop that physically stops
the charge pulling device 50, may be used to stop the
charge pulling device 50.

[0039] Precise location of the composite charge with
respect to the mandrel is often required for proper com-
posite part fabrication. This is common for specialized
parts such as aircraft spars. Precise location of the com-
posite charge lengthwise within the drape forming ma-
chine permits ply drops, or the points where ply thick-
nesses change, to be positioned accurately with respect
to the forming mandrel 92. For aircraft spars, typically,
ply drops are positioned lengthwise along the spar to
within 0.254cm (+/- .1 inch). This permits the composite
parts to be precisely formed with the shapes, thicknesses
and strengths for which they are designed. However, oth-
er tolerances may be used as desired for a particular
application.
[0040] The method of aligning the composite charge
in this embodiment thus includes projecting a cross-hair
pattern or indicator on to the top surface of the mandrel
92. An operator aligns the projector 41 laser cross-hairs
to the marker or tooling hole 96 on the mandrel 92, and
then locks the projector boom 44 into place. The boom
44, with its proximity switch 42, is then properly located
with respect to the mandrel 92. The proximity switch 42
is then used by the drape former controller (not shown)
to stop the flat composite charge in the correct location
with respect to the mandrel tooling hole 96. The projector
41 is also used by the operator to verify that the flat com-
posite charge is properly located after the charge is pulled
into the drape forming machine. The operator visually
verifies that the laser cross-hairs projected by the pro-
jector 41 fall within the borders of a mark or a target on
the flat composite charge, thereby verifying its proper
alignment. In one embodiment, the mark on the compos-
ite charge is an inkjet target placed by a CNC laminate
tape laying machine at the end of the composite charge
lay up process. This provides verification that the com-
posite charge is properly located laterally and longitudi-
nally on the mandrel 92 surface.
[0041] It will be appreciated that the charge pulling de-
vice 50 and alignment device 40 properly position the
composite charge lengthwise across the mandrel 92 and
ensure the proper side-to-side position of the composite
charge at the end being pulled. At the opposite end of
the drape forming machine (not shown), suitable lateral
sliding guides linked to the heater plates center the com-
posite charge side-to-side as the composite charge is
being pulled into the drape forming machine by the
charge pulling device 50. It will be appreciated that any
suitable method may be used to ensure that the end of
the composite charge away from the charge pulling de-
vice 50 is centered side-to-side over the mandrel 92.
[0042] FIGURE 7B is a right side view of the charge
pulling device 50 and the alignment device 40. The
charge pulling device 50 rides on linear bearings 36 at-
tached to the drape former frame (not shown) held on
suitable charge pulling supports 56. The charge pulling
device is driven by a charge pulling device drive system
(not shown) utilizing pulling drive tracks 38 attached to
the drape former frame (not shown). The charge pulling
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device 50 has a pulling arm 58, with a detachable charge
clamp 54. The charge pulling device 50 is shown here in
alignment with the alignment device 40. The alignment
device 40 has a projector boom 44 which holds a projec-
tor 41. The projector 41 allows indexing of the projector
boom 44 relative to the tooling hole 96 in the mandrel 92.
The mandrel 92 is attached to the mandrel tool 90 which
has been previously positioned by the tool transport and
lifting device within the frame of the drape forming device
(not shown).
[0043] It will be appreciated that alternate indexing sys-
tems other than a laser light projector may be utilized by
the alignment device 40. Any suitable indexing or meas-
uring system that allows the position of the composite
charge to be precisely located may be utilized by the
present invention.
[0044] FIGURE 7C is a front view of the charge pulling
device 50 and the alignment device 40 positioned over
the mandrel 92. The charge pulling device 50, pulling
supports 56, and the supporting linear bearings 36 at-
tached to the drape former frame (not shown) are shown
in cross-section. The charge pulling device 50 rides on
the linear bearings 36 thereby pulling the composite
charge utilizing the pulling arm 58 attached to the charge
clamp 54.
[0045] The alignment device 40 includes the projector
41 and the proximity switch 42 attached to the projector
boom 44 (not shown). The projector 41 is aligned with
the tooling hole 96 in the mandrel 92 thereby properly
positioning the alignment device 40 The alignment device
40 through the drape former controller (not shown) con-
trols and stops the charge pulling device 50 at the proper
location over the mandrel 92. The mandrel 92 is attached
to the mandrel tool 90. After the charge is positioned, the
entire mandrel tool 90 is lifted up within the drape forming
machine molding and forming the composite charge.
[0046] Forming a composite charge using the present
invention is thus a multi-step process. In one present
embodiment, the mandrel tool 90 is brought to the drape
forming machine 10. The operator scans a barcode on
the mandrel tool 90 and a related work order, so that the
drape forming machine can be configured properly. The
drape former controller (not shown) compares part
number information from the barcode scans, and then
configures the forming beams 20 to match the forming
mandrel 92.
[0047] After the forming beams 20 are configured prop-
erly, the tool transport lifting device 100 has its air bear-
ings 110 inflated and the tool transport and lifting device
100 is removed from its storage position under the drape
forming machine 10. The tool transport and lifting device
100 is moved under the mandrel tool 90. The tool trans-
port lifting device 100 is roughly positioned under the
mandrel tool 100, and the air bearings 110 are deflated.
The acme screwjacks and motors 120 on the tool trans-
port and lifting device 100 are extended to lift the mandrel
tool 90 to a transportation elevation. Air bearings 110 on
the tool transport and lifting device 100 are then reinflated

and the operators move the mandrel tool to under the
drape forming machine 10.
[0048] The mandrel tool 90 on the tool transport and
lifting device 100 is then approximately located in the
drape former frame 12. The operators maneuver the
mandrel tool 90 so that the rounded ends of the socket
plates 94 line up with the slots 16 over the chamfered
locating pins 18. The tool transport and lifting device air
bearings 110 are deflated and the pins 18 keep the man-
drel tool 90 from moving as the tool transport and lifting
device 100 and the mandrel tool 90 settle to the floor.
This locates the mandrel tool 90 to within approximately .
1 inch within the drape forming machine 10. The drape
former controller then activates the tool transport and lift-
ing device 100 to raise the mandrel tool 92 up to a charge
loading position. The charge loading position is suitably
defined as the top of the mandrel 92 just above the drape
former heater plates 24. The heater plates 24 on their
charge supports 26 are then moved so that their bumpers
rest against the side of the mandrel 92.
[0049] The operators then prepare the drape forming
machine 10 so that the composite charge can be loaded.
The operators first set and lock the alignment device 40
so that the cross-hairs projected by the projector 41 is
located on a tooling hole 96 in the mandrel 92. The op-
erator next has the drape forming machine controller
move the charge pulling device 50 to the loading end of
the drape forming machine 10. The removable charge
clamp 54 is removed from the charge pulling device 50
and accurately attached to the flat composite charge. The
charge clamp 54 is aligned to the composite charge by
locating a feature on the clamp 54 with a target on the
flat composite charge. The operator attaches the remov-
able charge clamp 54 to the charge pulling device arm
58. The operator then connects the protective backing
film from the bottom of the flat composite charge to the
backing film roller 32 of the backing film remover 30.
Preparation for charge loading is then complete.
[0050] The operator then directs the drape forming ma-
chine controller to load the charge on the drape forming
machine by activating the charge pulling device 50 and
the backing film remover 30. The charge is towed length-
wise into the drape forming machine 10 at a constant
speed by the charge pulling device 50. As the charge is
pulled into the drape forming machine 10, the backing
film remover 30 operates at a higher speed than the
charge pulling device 50 and with a slip clutch maintains
tension on the backing film thereby removing the backing
film from the composite charge. Just before the stopping
point for the charge pulling device 50, a target on the
charge pulling device activates a proximity switch 42 on
the alignment device 40. The drape forming machine
controller then decelerates the composite charge and ac-
curately stops the composite charge a precise distance
later. The composite charge is then located directly in
reference to the mandrel 92. The operator then visually
verifies the location of the composite charge by checking
to see if cross-hairs projected by the projector 41 fall on
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a target on the charge. Guides on the loading end of the
forming machine 10 keep the composite charge centered
side-to-side over the mandrel 92. The operator then re-
moves the charge clamp 54 from the composite charge
and moves the charge pulling device 50 out of the way
of the forming beams 20. The alignment device 40 is
similarly moved out of the way. The operator then verifies
that the backing film remover 30 has removed all of the
film from the bottom of the charge.
[0051] The operator then activates the drape former
controller to implement the composite forming method
described in the related application, "Forming Method for
Composites." This process includes heating the charge
with the heater plates 24 and then using the tool transport
and lifting device 100 to lift the mandrel 92 up into the
drape forming machine 10 past the forming beams 20.
Forming bladders 28 force the charge to conform to the
mandrel 92 contours as the unformed portions of the
composite charge are held substantially parallel to the
upper surface of the mandrel 92 by the heater plates 24
and charge supports 26. Substantially parallel suitably
may be an angle ranging from parallel with the upper
surface of the mandrel 92 (i.e. 0°) to a small angle of up
to 20°. This process molds the composite part in a man-
ner that minimizes out-of-plane fiber distortion and buck-
les even when complex shapes with joggles, off-sets,
and contours are formed.
[0052] The heater plates 24 are turned off and the
molded composite charge is allowed to cool. The forming
bladders 28 then are deflated and the heater plates 24
and charge supports 26 are retracted. The forming
beams 20 are retracted. The tool transport and lifting de-
vice 100 then lowers the mandrel 92 and mandrel tool
90 along with the molded part back to an elevation where
they may be transported. The operators then activate the
air bearings 110 on the tool transport and lifting device
100 and move the mandrel with the molded composite
charge to a vacuum bagging location where the molded
charge is cured. The tool transport and lifting device 100
then lowers the mandrel tool 90 to the floor, and the tool
transport and lifting device 100 can be returned to the
drape forming machine 10 for further use.
[0053] Accordingly, the scope of the invention is not
limited by the disclosure of the preferred embodiment.
Instead, the invention should be determined entirely by
reference to the claims that follow.

Claims

1. An apparatus (10) for forming composite materials,
the apparatus comprising:

a frame (12);
a mold attached to the frame (12);
a mandrel (92) receivable within the frame (12)
and the mold;
a pulling device (50) movably arranged to pull a

composite charge to a predetermined location
on the mandrel (92); and
an indexing device that is arranged to stop the
pulling device (50) when the composite charge
is at the predetermined location on the mandrel
(92).

2. The apparatus of Claim 1, wherein the indexing de-
vice is movably attached to the frame (12).

3. The apparatus of Claim 2, wherein the indexing de-
vice includes an indexing boom movably attached
to the frame (12).

4. The apparatus of any of Claims 1-3, wherein the
mandrel (92) defines a marker for positioning the in-
dexing device.

5. The apparatus of claim 3, wherein:

the pulling device is movably attached to the
frame
the indexing device being arranged to position
the indexing boom relative to the mandrel (92);
and
means for stopping the pulling device (50) at a
location toward the indexing boom.

6. The apparatus of any of Claims 1-5, wherein the
stopping means includes a proximity switch (42) ar-
ranged to activate when in proximity to the pulling
device.

7. The apparatus of any of Claims 1-6, wherein stop-
ping means includes a hard stop arranged to stop
the pulling device (50)

8. The apparatus of any of Claims 1-7, wherein the in-
dexing device includes a projector (41) arranged to
project an indicator onto the mandrel (92).

9. The apparatus of any of Claims 1-8, wherein the in-
dexing device includes a projector (41) arranged to
project an indicator onto the composite charge.

10. The apparatus of any of Claims 1-9, wherein the or
a composite charge has a mark arranged to show
the indicator for positioning of the composite charge.

11. The apparatus of any of Claims 1-10, further com-
prising a clamp (54) removably attachable to the pull-
ing device (50) and removably attachable to the com-
posite charge.

12. The apparatus of Claim 11, wherein the clamp (54)
defines a second marker and the composite charge
defines a third marker, such that when the second
marker is aligned with the third marker the clamp is
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positioned at a predetermined location on the com-
posite charge.

13. The apparatus of any of Claims 1-12, further com-
prising means for guiding the composite charge
when the composite charge is pulled into the prede-
termined location.

14. The apparatus of Claim 13, wherein the means for
guiding the composite charge include at least one
lateral guide.

15. A method for forming composite materials using the
apparatus of any one of claims 1-14, the method
comprising:

attaching a mold to a frame (12);
receiving a mandrel (92) within the frame (12)
and the mold;
pulling a composite charge to a predetermined
location on the mandrel (92) with a pulling device
(50) movably arranged to pull the composite
charge;
stopping the pulling device (50) when the com-
posite charge is at the predetermined location
on the mandrel (92); and
urging the composite charge against the man-
drel (92).

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising:

attaching to the composite charge the pulling
device (50) for pulling the composite charge;
positioning an indexing boom at a first predeter-
mined location in proximity to the mandrel (92);
pulling the composite charge over the mandrel
(92) with the pulling device (50); and stopping
the pulling device (50) at a second predeter-
mined position in proximity to the indexing boom.

17. The method of Claim 16, further comprising verifying
the pulling device (50) is at the second predeter-
mined location using a marker defined on the com-
posite charge.

18. The method of Claim 16 or 17, wherein attaching to
a composite charge includes attaching a clamp (54)
at a third predetermined location on the composite
charge.

19. The method of Claims 16, 17, or 18, wherein attach-
ing the clamp (54) includes defining a first marker on
the composite charge and a second marker on the
clamp (54).

20. The method of any of Claims 16 to 19, wherein po-
sitioning the indexing boom includes projecting an
indicator on the mandrel (92).

21. The method of any of Claims 16 to 20, wherein po-
sitioning the indexing boom includes projecting an
indicator on the composite charge.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung (10) zum Bilden von Verbundmateriali-
en, wobei die Vorrichtung umfasst:

einen Rahmen (12);
eine an dem Rahmen (12) befestigte Form;
eine in den Rahmen (12) und die Form aufnehm-
bare Spindel (92);
eine Zugvorrichtung (50), die bewegbar ange-
ordnet ist, um eine Verbundladung zu einem vor-
gegebenen Ort auf der Spindel (92) zu ziehen;
und
eine Schaltvorrichtung, die so angeordnet ist,
dass sie die Zugvorrichtung (50) stoppt, wenn
die Verbundladung den vorgegebenen Ort auf
der Spindel (92) erreicht.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Schaltvor-
richtung bewegbar auf dem Rahmen (12) befestigt
ist.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Schaltvor-
richtung einen bewegbar an dem Rahmen befestig-
ten Schaltarm umfasst.

4. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wo-
bei die Spindel (92) eine Markierung zum Positionie-
ren der Schaltvorrichtung definiert.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Zugvorrich-
tung bewegbar an dem Rahmen befestigt ist, die
Schaltvorrichtung so angeordnet ist, dass sie den
Schaltarm relativ zu der Spindel (92) positioniert; und
Mittel zum Stoppen der Zugvorrichtung (50) an ei-
nem Ort in Richtung des Schaltarms vorgesehen
sind.

6. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wo-
bei die Stoppmittel einen Nährungsschalter (52) um-
fassen, der so ausgelegt ist, dass er aktiviert wird,
wenn sich die Zugvorrichtung nähert.

7. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wo-
bei das Stoppmittel einen zum Stoppen der Zugvor-
richtung (50) ausgelegten harten Anschlag umfasst.

8. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, wo-
bei die Schaltvorrichtung einen Projektor (41) um-
fasst, der zum Projizieren einer Anzeige auf die Spin-
del (92) ausgelegt ist.

9. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, wo-
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bei die Schaltvorrichtung einen Projektor (41) um-
fasst, der dazu ausgelegt ist, eine Anzeige auf die
Verbundladung zu projizieren.

10. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, wo-
bei die oder eine Verbundladung eine Markierung
zum Zeigen der Anzeige zur Positionierung der Ver-
bundladung umfasst.

11. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10, fer-
ner umfassend eine Klemme (54) die lösbar mit der
Zugvorrichtung (50) verbunden werden kann und
lösbar mit der Verbundladung verbunden werden
kann.

12. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 11, wobei die Klemme
(54) eine zweite Markierung bildet und die Verbund-
ladung eine dritte Markierung bildet, so dass, wenn
die zweite Markierung an der dritten Markierung aus-
gerichtet ist, die Klemme an einem vorgegebenen
Ort auf der Verbundladung positioniert ist.

13. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 12, fer-
ner umfassend Mittel zum Führen der Verbundla-
dung, wenn die Verbundladung an den vorgegebe-
nen Ort gezogen wird.

14. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 13, wobei die Mittel zum
Führen der Verbundladung wenigstens eine seitli-
che Führung umfassen.

15. Verfahren zum Bilden von Verbundmaterialien oder
Verwendung der Vorrichtung nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 14, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Befestigen einer Form in einem Rahmen (12);
Aufnehmen einer Spindel (92) in dem Rahmen
(12) und der Form;
Ziehen einer Verbundladung auf einen vorge-
gebenen Ort auf der Spindel (92) mittels einer
Zugvorrichtung (50), die bewegbar angeordnet
ist, um die Verbundladung zu ziehen;
Stoppen der Zugvorrichtung (50), wenn die Ver-
bundladung den vorgegebenen Ort auf der
Spindel (92) erreicht hat, und Pressen der Ver-
bundladung gegen die Spindel (92).

16. Verfahren nach Anspruch 15, ferner umfassend das
Verbinden der Verbundladung mit der Zugvorrich-
tung (50) zum Ziehen der Verbundladung;
das Positionieren eines Schaltarms an einem ersten
vorgegebenen Ort in der Nähe der Spindel (92);
Ziehen der Verbundladung auf die Spindel (92) mit-
tels der Zugvorrichtung (50); und
Stoppen der Zugvorrichtung (50) in einer zweiten
vorgegebenen Position in der Nähe des Schaltarms.

17. Verfahren nach Anspruch 16, ferner umfassend das

Überprüfen, ob die Zugvorrichtung (50) sich an dem
zweiten vorgegebenen Ort befindet, mittels einer auf
der Verbundladung definierten Markierung.

18. Verfahren nach Anspruch 16 oder 17, wobei das Be-
festigen der Verbundladung das Befestigen einer
Klemme (54) an einem dritten vorgegebenen Ort auf
der Verbundladung umfasst.

19. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 16, 17 oder
18, wobei das Befestigen der Klemme (54) das De-
finieren einer ersten Markierung auf der Verbundla-
dung und einer zweiten Markierung auf der Klemme
(54) umfasst.

20. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 16 bis 19, wo-
bei das Positionieren des Schaltarms das Projizieren
einer Anzeige auf die Spindel (92) umfasst.

21. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 16 bis 20, wo-
bei das Positionieren des Schaltarms das Projizieren
einer Anzeige auf die Verbundladung umfasst.

Revendications

1. Appareil (10) pour former des matériaux composites,
l’appareil comprenant:

un châssis (12);
un moule fixé au châssis (12);
un mandrin (92) pouvant être reçu dans le châs-
sis (12) et le moule;
un dispositif de traction (50) agencé d’une ma-
nière mobile pour tirer une charge composite à
un emplacement prédéterminé sur le mandrin
(92); et
un dispositif d’indexation qui est agencé pour
arrêter le dispositif de traction (50) lorsque la
charge composite se trouve à l’emplacement
prédéterminé sur le mandrin (92).

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le dis-
positif d’indexation est fixé d’une manière mobile au
châssis (12).

3. Appareil selon la revendication 2, dans lequel le dis-
positif d’indexation comporte une flèche d’indexation
fixée d’une manière mobile au châssis (12).

4. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 3, dans lequel le mandrin (92) définit un marqueur
pour positionner le dispositif d’indexation.

5. Appareil selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le dis-
positif de traction est fixé d’une manière mobile au
châssis;
le dispositif d’indexation étant agencé pour position-
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ner la flèche d’indexation relativement au mandrin
(92); et
un moyen pour arrêter le dispositif de traction (50) à
un emplacement vers la flèche d’indexation.

6. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 5, dans lequel le moyen d’arrêt comporte un com-
mutateur de proximité (42) agencé pour s’activer
lorsqu’il est à proximité du dispositif de traction.

7. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 6, dans lequel le moyen d’arrêt comporte une
butée d’arrêt dure agencée pour arrêter le dispositif
de traction (50).

8. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 7, dans lequel le dispositif d’indexation comporte
un projecteur (41) agencé pour projeter un indicateur
sur le mandrin (92).

9. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 8, dans lequel le dispositif d’indexation comporte
un projecteur (41) agencé pour projeter un indicateur
sur la charge composite.

10. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 9, dans lequel la ou une charge composite pos-
sède une marque agencée pour montrer l’indicateur
pour le positionnement de la charge composite.

11. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 10, comprenant en outre un organe de serrage
(54) fixé amoviblement au dispositif de traction (50)
et fixé amoviblement à la charge composite.

12. Appareil selon la revendication 11, dans lequel l’or-
gane de serrage (54) définit un deuxième marqueur,
et la charge composite définit un troisième marqueur
de sorte que lorsque le deuxième marqueur est ali-
gné avec le troisième marqueur, l’organe de serrage
est positionné à un emplacement prédéterminé sur
la charge composite.

13. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 12, comprenant en outre des moyens pour guider
la charge composite lorsque la charge composite est
tirée dans l’emplacement prédéterminé.

14. Appareil selon la revendication 13, dans lequel les
moyens de guidage de la charge composite com-
prennent au moins un guide latéral.

15. Procédé de formation de matériaux composites en
utilisant l’appareil selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 14, le procédé comprenant:

fixer un moule à un châssis (12);
recevoir un mandrin (92) dans le châssis (12) et

le moule;
tirer une charge composite à un emplacement
prédéterminé sur le mandrin (92) avec un dis-
positif de traction (50) agencé d’une manière
mobile pour tirer la charge composite;
arrêter le dispositif de traction (50) lorsque la
charge composite se trouve à l’emplacement
prédéterminé sur le mandrin (92); et
solliciter la charge composite contre le mandrin
(92).

16. Procédé selon la revendication 15, comprenant en
outre:

fixer à la charge composite le dispositif de trac-
tion (50) pour tirer la charge composite;
positionner une flèche d’indexation à un premier
emplacement prédéterminé à proximité du man-
drin (92);
tirer la charge composite sur le mandrin (92)
avec le dispositif de traction (50); et
arrêter le dispositif de traction (50) à une secon-
de position prédéterminée à proximité de la flè-
che d’indexation.

17. Procédé selon la revendication 16, comprenant en
outre la vérification que le dispositif de traction (50)
se trouve au deuxième emplacement prédéterminé
en utilisant un marqueur défini sur la charge compo-
site.

18. Procédé selon la revendication 16 ou 17, dans lequel
la fixation à une charge composite comprend la fixa-
tion d’un organe de serrage (54) à un troisième em-
placement prédéterminé sur la charge composite.

19. Procédé selon les revendications 16, 17 ou 18, dans
lequel la fixation de l’organe de serrage (54) com-
prend la définition d’un premier marqueur sur la char-
ge composite et d’un deuxième marqueur sur l’or-
gane de serrage (54).

20. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
16 à 19, dans lequel le positionnement de la flèche
d’indexation comprend la projection d’un indicateur
sur le mandrin (92).

21. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
16 à 20, dans lequel le positionnement de la flèche
d’indexation comprend la projection d’un indicateur
sur la charge composite.
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